The Diocese of Gloucester cares for nearly 400 church buildings, ranging from Saxon to C20th. This number includes some of the most important and ancient church buildings in the country, so they are perhaps not the most obvious candidates for energy efficiency. And yet we have the first zero carbon Grade I listed building in the country: St Michael and All Angels, Withington began successfully generating as much power as it uses in early 2011, and we have several other successful solar installations to both ancient and modern church buildings throughout the diocese. Sustainability is not however just be about renewable energy generation, and with a more urgent need to address both the causes and impacts of climate change, we need to offer advice in order to help church communities lessen their wider impact upon the environment. This guidance document is intended for clergy, parish officers, PCCs and anyone else with a general interest in sustainability.

Sustainability and theology
Caring for the whole of creation is core to the Christian faith, and as one of the five marks of mission needs to be taken as seriously as work which concerns the physical and spiritual wellbeing of people. We are all now well aware of the damage that human activity has done to the planet, most acutely in the C20th. David Attenborough has shown us the horrors of the oceans being clogged with plastic, but even in our own country poor air quality has been directly linked to mortality. Ever extreme weather has resulted in devastating flooding, whilst energy prices continue to rise, and the media is swamped with warnings on increases to global temperatures, extinctions, crop failures, and deadly droughts. God’s extraordinarily beautiful creation, planet Earth, is in crisis and we have a Christian responsibility to do all we can to change this by acting decisively and bravely.

Context
In February 2020 Gloucester Diocesan Synod has declared a climate emergency and agreed to bring forward dates for reducing emissions by 20 years. Synod called on all parts of the diocese to work towards an 80 per cent reduction in emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases no later than 2030. Synod also supported an ambition for the diocese to be carbon neutral by the same date. The agreement brought forward the date from 2050 to 2030, meaning that a fast and extensive shift in our current practices will be needed. In addition, the current diocesan LIFE Vision includes within it the encouragement for us to ‘be advocates for human flourishing, through initiatives which combat (…) environmental destruction...’

Our church buildings are our greatest cause of carbon emissions from the diocese, from the burning of fuels for heating and electricity generation, to the fuel we all use to get there. With so many of them being such historic buildings, rooted in the ancient landscapes within which they sit, there is often an assumption that very little can be done to make a significant improvement to their sustainability. But we now know this is not the case, and that church buildings have the great potential to become a beacon within in every parish of what is possible, even in the most challenging circumstances – a real good news story.
What this advice is based upon
In early 2012 the Diocese undertook 52 energy audits of church buildings. This work was done by Sustain Ltd and was paid for by a generous grant from the Local Energy Assessment Fund. From vast medieval stone churches to modern modest brick construction, the whole range of church buildings were included, providing a representative sample across the whole diocese. We wanted to better understand how our churches were using energy and whether there were any general themes which could be used to help the diocese as a whole with its energy use. The summary results from the audits have formed the basis for this guidance note, augmented by the experience of the Church Buildings Team and DAC members over the following years.

This guidance sheet is divided up into different sections, addressing specific areas of church buildings and their operation. Not every section will be useful to every church building, but we hope to be able to demonstrate that even the most ancient churches can make savings without harming their special character as historic places of worship.

In each section we will give a brief explanation of the issues, some of the evidence we have gathered, and then offer advice on what options are available to churches.

Finally, where relevant, we will give the DACs advisory policy, so that when PCCs are considering larger scale works which may need faculty approval, it is clear to see from the start what is likely to gain immediate support and make for a more swift and straightforward permission process.

Intention of the policies
This is the first time Gloucester DAC have ever had specific policies, and our reason for doing this now is to help influence gradual change in order to meet both our diocesan policy goals and those set nationally. The policies are not intended as an off-putting list of ‘must-nots’, but are intended to put our church buildings into a wider context and give clear guidance to those at a local level making the day to day decisions about how to use, operate and maintain these buildings for the benefit of everyone. The DAC is and has always been an advisory body, and not the final decision maker (Chancellor and Deputy Chancellor), so there may be instances where a PCC feels it needs to submit a faculty for something which is not in line with the DAC’s policy. If this is the case, the PCC will need in the faculty submission to provide clear and convincing justification as to why the deviation is necessary so that the Chancellor can consider this carefully when making his/her final judgement.

Given that national policy will continue to evolve, and the rate of change in relation to heating technologies, and energy supply will also continue to change over the next few years, it seems sensible that this document, its advice and policies contained within it, are reviewed within 3 years in order to ensure that we too keep pace in an attempt to reach the goals already set.

Energy Tariffs
Over the whole diocese we estimated that approximately £885,000 per year was being spent at the start of 2012 on energy. With the energy price rises since then, this figure is now estimated to be nearer £1.5 million! This is a huge amount of money, particularly when it has to be found from local giving. However, the energy bills some churches are paying, may be unnecessarily high, and in 2012 we found considerable variation between the tariffs churches were on: one church was being charged 19.56p/kWh for their electric whereas the best rate available was 7.63p/kWh, a potential saving of over 60%. There are comparison websites which can help you identify the cheapest supplier in your area and changing energy supplier is very easy – either by telephone or online. It is particularly important for churches to compare evening and weekend (off-peak) rates as this corresponds to weekends when church buildings are most likely to be used.
Choosing the right type of tariff is also important, and over the last few years all the mainstream energy suppliers have now introduced ‘Green’ tariffs which incorporate varying quantities of renewable energy, or carbon off-setting initiatives to improve their credentials. The Church of England nationally has links with Green Energy (www.greenenergyuk.com/), whilst the Diocese of Gloucester has partnered with Ecotricity based in Stroud (www.ecotricity.co.uk), to offer green electricity to churches. A number have already signed up to these schemes, but more could benefit.

Advice
- Check whether your church is benefiting from the best market rate for its energy and wherever possible adopt a ‘green’ tariff, such as those offered by Ecotricity or Green Energy.

DAC Policy
- A parish wishing to seek permission for any modifications, replacements or upgrades to any gas fired or electrical systems, will need to demonstrate that the PCC are purchasing their gas and/or electricity from renewable/green tariff suppliers before the DAC will be able to recommend these works.

Metering and billing
The majority of churches audited in 2012 had their energy bills examined, and from this exercise over 10% were found to have metering or billing issues. Almost half of those having difficulties were being charged the wrong rate of VAT (which we calculate may amount to over £6000 per year being wrongly paid across the diocese), and one church was wrongly having a climate change levy applied.

In addition to billing issues, a number of churches had problems with timeclocks being wrongly set (perhaps due to power cuts), which meant energy was not necessarily being recorded or charged at the correct rate. One energy supplier was also accidentally charging peak rate and off-peak rate the wrong way round, which resulted in a church overpaying by £500 over an 18-month period.

Advice
- A Check you are being charged only 5% VAT on your energy bills and that Climate Change Levy (CCL) are in not being added. You should only be paying for your energy usage, plus a standing charge for each meter.
- Check your meter to ensure the timeclock is correct and that readings are accurate.

Energy generation - Solar, Wind, Biomass, Ground-source, Air-source
Installing renewable energy generation equipment to churches is potentially more possible than you might imagine. Despite conservation area status and high-grade listings, we have several successful solar installations to churches within this diocese, as well as Gloucester Cathedral playing host to a very large self-weighted solar array. The diocesan environment policy also supports renewable energy generation. Nevertheless, they are not suitable everywhere, and there are several things to consider before contemplating such an intervention.

Firstly, renewable energy needs to be put into a wider context of a church’s environmental improvement, so it is vital that the church building has had a recent energy audit and taken steps to address all the low-level improvements. Installations are relatively expensive, and with Feed-in Tariffs now ended for new installations, and the Renewable Heat Incentive more
restrictive, the financial incentives that were being offered to encourage take up are much reduced. This should not however detract from their positive goal of helping to reduce our reliance upon fossil fuels and help to limit the impact of predicted future price rises of traditional fuel.

Secondly, it is vital to take advice early. Installation of microgeneration would require both a faculty and planning permission, so it is important to engage at an early stage with both the DAC and the local planning authority to ensure a joined up approach, and consider the wide range of issues which both need to consider, such as archaeology, ecology (bats), structural impact, heritage impact, community benefit, etc. On the whole installations which have the least visual impact are most likely to be successful, and Historic England’s guidance suggests that wherever possible solar installations should generally only be proposed in unobtrusive locations, such as hidden roof valleys or behind substantial parapets.

One of the surprise lessons we learnt from the diocesan sponsored solar scheme in 2012 was that modern roof structures often required significant structural upgrade in order to be able to accommodate solar arrays. One 1950s church committed to over £10k of strengthening works to their roof, whereas the medieval roofs of Winchcombe and Withington were so heavily over-engineered that no strengthening was needed, even with weighted systems applied.

Giving careful consideration to on-going maintenance is also very important, as equipment will need to be accessed, serviced and cleaned regularly, so access routes need to be safe, clear and practical, as well as being located sensibly to ensure the impact on the building is minimal.

Advice
- Consider getting an up to date energy audit of your church.
- Assess whether there are viable renewable energy solutions which could serve the needs of your church, and take advice from specialists, the DAC and the local Planning Authority on potential permissions needed.

DAC Policy
- Where a faculty is to be submitted for the installation of renewable energy generation to a church building, this must be accompanied by an up to date energy audit of the current building which can demonstrate that all low-level improvements to energy efficiency have either already been made, or are in progress, in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposals.

Heating
On average, three quarters of a church’s energy expenditure goes on heating, and since this amounts to nearly £2000 per year, anything that can be done to bring this cost down has to be a good thing. Heating is also responsible for the largest part of a church’s carbon footprint, so improvement to heating alone will make a significant different to the environmental sustainability of your church building.

Our audits revealed that 47% of our churches run on gas, 29% on electrical heating and 24% on oil fired systems. The oil-fired systems are by far the most expensive to run, costing over five times that of an equivalent size electric heating system to run per hour of church building use. Due to their high carbon emissions, new oil fired boilers are also likely to be phased out within the next decade, much like petrol/diesel cars, so where these exist, we need to start looking at sustainable alternatives as early as possible, and plan for their replacement. Where gas is available, this is usually the most efficient (cost and carbon) solution provided you have a modern boiler, but in many of our smaller (under 300m2) often rural villages where there is no mains gas supply, an electric heating solution is usually the most efficient, and we have a number of very successful installations across the diocese. Electric pew heaters heat up quickly and
provide heat where it is most needed, as well as being easy to maintain and more easily moveable than a pipe-based heating system. If considering electric heating, assess whether your existing electricity supply (single or three phase) is suitable or whether additional upgrade would be needed.

Choosing the right heating solution involves looking at how you use your church building, and for how long, as well as looking at the particular nature and size of your church combined with what energy sources are available locally and what the implications of each would be. It is worthwhile asking your boiler engineer at the annual service how old your boiler may be, and how much longer is may be likely to last. Boilers over 15 years old, even if still fully functional, may be so inefficient that replacing them pre-emptively might start to save you money and energy within 4 to 5 years, perhaps sooner if you upgrade to modern controls as well. Wherever possible check your boiler during the summer months, as breakdowns most frequently occur in winter, so having time to plan for any change is valuable.

The Church Buildings Team and members of the DAC can come and visit to help assess what options might be available to you, and the earlier you can invite us out to see you, the longer you will have to plan. Our advice is free and independent and can help you to be better armed with information before speaking to potential contractors.

Beyond the heat source, there are a number of things to consider to ensure you are getting the most out of the heating system you have, to ensure the heat is going where you most need it – to the people! Make sure that radiators are located sensibly for where people sit or stand most frequently and ensure that any exposed pipework is lagged so heat isn’t lost before it reaches the radiators. Radiators with fans inside need the fans vacuuming so that they run as efficiently and quietly as possible and remove dust as far as possible from heating elements as this acts as an insulator. Reflective radiator panels which slot behind the radiator can also be added to help improve efficiency. Installing simple to use heating controls is also important, to ensure heating is only on when it needs to be, and that errors can be corrected quickly and easily to avoid unnecessary expenditure.

One surprise from the audits was that we found in some churches which were used relatively infrequently, significant energy (30% of annual bill) was being used to simply stop a heating system from freezing during the coldest months. Adding a glycol (or similar) based inhibitor to your heating system could help with this and can remove the need for a frost-stat. Where you have a Frost-stat ensure it is set at 2-3 degrees so that the heating is not firing unnecessarily.

The vast majority of modifications and minor additions to existing heating systems do not require a full faculty and can be dealt with as an application for List B Archdeacons Authorisation, via the Online Faculty System. The addition of thermostatic radiator valves, replacing controls, adding an extra heater or moving the location of a radiator would all fall within this category, but if you are in any doubt, please do contact us for further advice. Some major modifications, such as a replacement boiler or tank, or excavation of new fuel or cable routes through the churchyard may require a formal application for faculty so please speak with us at an early stage.

Advice

- Check whether your heating programmer has the correct current time, and that the on-off times are appropriate. If your heating controls are tricky to use, consider replacing them with something more straightforward, or at least label them clearly with step-by-step instructions which anyone could use if needed.
- Check the flow temperature of your system. This should be around 75 degrees C but check with your heating engineer at the time of your annual boiler service.
- Check the thermostat temperature of your heating – 16-18 degrees C is usually enough for churches and ensure the Frost Stat is set between 2-3 degrees.
• Consider having a glycol-based inhibitor added to your heating system.
• Check how old your boiler is, and if it is reaching the end of its life start to investigate options and plan for its replacement with a more efficient and low-carbon alternative.

DAC Policy
• As far as possible, when an oil-fired heating system reaches the end of its life, it should be proposed to be replaced with a non-oil low carbon alternative in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposal. From January 2025 this will also apply to major repairs to existing oil-fired systems.

Lighting and electrics generally
From the energy audits 88% of churches were found to benefit from an upgrade to their lighting to LEDs. In many cases this could be done by simply replacing the lamps/bulbs, but sometimes the fittings may need replacing as well. It is clear that a large number of previously standard tungsten bulbs have already been swapped for energy saving alternatives, but even some of the older-style CFLs would now benefit from replacement, and the audits found a number of old-style flood lights or spot lights remaining, perhaps because replacements for these were more difficult to source, or the fittings are more difficult to access. LED lamps have a much longer life than high energy equivalents, so once installed difficult access should be required less often. Just upgrading lighting could save the average church 940kWh or £115 per year, although much larger savings are possible in churches where external sodium floodlights can be replaced. It was discovered that in one church, the investment in new lighting would payback in only 6 months and go on to save over £1000 per year! LED bulbs can be easily sourced, with many retailers stocking increasingly large ranges in-store. Alternatively, an even wider range of products can be found online. If buying online, try to purchase the established brands which have good reviews, to avoid some of the less well made (and therefore less durable) examples.

Replacing bulbs needs no permission at all, but if light fittings need to be replaced, or further alterations are needed to the existing wiring or circuits, a List B approval or even faculty may be needed. Please contact us in the first instance to get this confirmed, prior to commencing any works.

In addition to swapping the lamps, helping to control how much your lights are switched on would also be of benefit. Simple things like labelling light switches, means you only turn things on in the areas you’re using and also help when there is a change of churchwarden. Timer switches or motion sensor lighting can also be useful in churches which are visited regularly, particularly if combined with a lock timer, as this can reduce the daily burden of opening and closing up the church. These devices, if fixed unobtrusively to existing systems should not require a faculty. If your church’s floodlights are on a timer-switch, consider switching them off a little earlier to save energy. Even reducing lighting time by half an hour would make a difference.

Advice
• Replace any old-style bulbs and lamps with LEDs.
• Ensure light switches are clearly labelled.
• Consider incorporating timed or motion sensor lighting.
• Consider reducing the operational hours of any external floodlighting.

DAC policy
• Proposals for comprehensive new lighting schemes must use the lowest energy LED type fittings in order for the DAC to be able to recommend them. In addition, all church buildings and parish halls throughout the diocese will be encouraged to replace any existing old light fittings for LEDs in order to reduce their energy consumption and bills by 2025.
- Any proposals for new or additional floodlighting, must demonstrate that the proposed installation will not increase the church’s existing level of energy consumption in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposals. Any increase in energy consumption could potentially be offset by energy saving measures elsewhere in the church/site.

**Insulation and draught proofing**

Since the vast majority of our church buildings are historic, very few have any insulation which would help to retain heat within them and installing some of the most common forms of energy efficiency upgrade such as roof lagging or cavity wall insulation are impractical. In addition, many (58%) also suffer from significant draughts from gaps around doorways, windows and floor voids. There are nevertheless a number of things that can be done to make a significant difference to the comfort of those using the church building.

Draught-proofing comes in many forms, from heavy weighted curtain over doorways, to well-designed glazed draught-lobbies/inner porches. Making simple repairs to broken window glass can make a surprisingly big difference (85% of the efficiency of a window is lost through draughts – thin glass radiating heat only loses 15%), as can having a specialist glazier look at adding weather seals to any opening portions of window to reduce air gaps. Simple brush strips can be added to the bottoms of some doors, whilst keyholes and letter boxes can have weighted fabric flaps or leather strips fixed over them. Quattro Seal has been used successfully to draughtproof a wide range of openings, particularly in heritage buildings such as those belonging to the National Trust and is worth considering for tricky places where other traditional options might not work. We have also had several requests in the past for discreet parts of buildings, such as chancels, chapels or tower bases to be curtained off to create smaller compartments which might be easier to heat for smaller group activities. This is a very sensible option, particularly in large buildings which perhaps are not used to their full extent very often.

There are instances where insulation can be added to historic church buildings, particularly when major re-roofing works are taking place or perhaps where areas of a church are being reordered. In these cases, talk to your advising architect or surveyor about the possible options for insulation to ensure that materials chosen are compatible with your building and suitably breathable. There are now a wide range of natural material-based insulation products including those made from bamboo, hemp, lime, reeds, cork, straw and wool. All work in different situations so take professional advice over what would work best for your particular instance.

If your church suffers particularly badly from draughty and cold pew platforms, you might wish to consider insulating and draught-proofing the voids in these areas. Gaps between floorboards can be filled by wedging soaked traditional string or rope into the gaps, and suitably breathable insulation can be fitted within the voids by being fitted between floor joists or slung in netting beneath the areas of board. Where development work might expose pipes within floor voids, it is worthwhile taking the opportunity to lag any exposed sections of pipe to ensure heat is not lost before it reaches the target radiators.

We do get asked occasionally about whether a church could consider secondary glazing to help both with reducing draughts and heat loss. Though it would need a faculty there is no in-principal objection to doing this but the practicalities of it are difficult to resolve successfully. Church windows are often very large and secondary glazing units would have to be similarly large to cover them, making units heavy with potentially large bulky fittings. Secondary glazing also has to be removable to enable it to be cleaned periodically (mould, flies, condensation) so this combines to make for a very difficult proposition. In listed church buildings we would also have to consider whether the secondary glazing has an adverse impact upon the character of the building. There are instances, perhaps in more modern church buildings where the window configurations might make secondary glazing possible, and in some church halls or parish offices
you may already have modern dimension windows which could easily accommodate secondary or indeed double-glazing.

Basic draught proofing, pipe lagging and straightforward repairs to plain glazed windows, do not need faculty, but larger scale works and particularly repairs to stained glass may need permission so please do check with the Church Buildings Team before commencing work.

Advice
- Consider having all sections of exposed pipework lagged.
- Consider a range of draught-proofing measures to improve the comfort of users of the church building.
- If contemplating any major development projects, consult with your advising architect or surveyor about incorporating suitable insulation wherever possible.

DAC Policy
- Wherever re-roofing or major repairs to roofs are proposed, some form of insulation should be included within the specification of works in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposal, unless there is compelling justification provided as to why this is not possible.

Churchyards and outside areas
Churchyards have long been havens for wildlife and wherever possible taking the opportunity to enhance the biodiversity of your churchyard is to be welcomed. As every PCC will know, churchyards are costly and time consuming to maintain, and though wildflower areas or ‘re-wilded’ sections can reduce this maintenance burden somewhat whilst also encouraging wildlife, those visiting a churchyard to tend a grave may expect a level of tidiness and order more akin to a public park. This can create a conflict, and so wherever possible if you are considering creating dedicated wildlife areas try to consult with your wider community so they understand why you are doing this and set expectations accordingly.

There are currently small-scale grants (up to £250) available to PCCs who wish to establish wildlife gardens within their churchyards, funded by the Diocesan Environment Fund. If you are interested in applying for one of these grants, please speak to the Diocesan Environment Officer or view the relevant section of our website: (www.gloucester.anglican.org/2018/grant-aid-for-wildlife-gardens/)

There are a number of large-scale tree-planting schemes currently being publicised both nationally and regionally as a means of carbon off-setting. If your PCC is considering being involved, please do speak to the Church Buildings Team before committing to anything. There are guidelines about tree works in churchyards issued by the Church buildings council, as well as advice available from ‘Caring for Gods Acre’ about the most appropriate native tree species for churchyards, but we will also talk to you about planning for long term maintenance, and ensuring that any new tree planting is at a sufficient distance from the building as to safeguard the fabric of the church.

In addition, and with carbon off-setting in mind, where a PCC needs to undertake considerable tree works within a churchyard to maintain it properly, to include lopping and removal, consideration should also be given to replacement trees though these need not necessarily be within the churchyard itself if this is not desirable, and if a suitable alternative location can be found.

A number of churches benefit from having established car-parking available in close proximity to their churches, and we receive applications periodically for the creation of new such areas in order to safeguard the long-term future of the church as a community building. With the advent of electric vehicles, as well as wishing to encourage more low-carbon transport
associated with churches, we recommend that electric car-charging points and or bicycle racks are incorporated within plans to improve or enlarge parking areas in order to support both the regular and occasional visitors to church. In addition, with ever increasing concerns about increasingly heavy rainfall, falling on increasingly large areas of impermeable surface, we want to ensure that church developments do not result in any further surface water run-off than they do now, so areas of new surfacing must use suitably porous materials accordingly.

Advice

- Consider establishing a wildlife garden within your churchyard
- Look to Caring for Gods Acre for advice on maintaining your churchyard for wildlife.
- Consult the Church Buildings Council’s policy on lopping, topping and felling of trees.

DAC policies

- Any proposal to create new or extend existing parking areas must be able to demonstrate that the surface material will not generate surface run-off, and that an electric car charging point and/or bike rack has been included, in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposal.
- Any proposals to remove or significantly reduce the size of any trees within the churchyard should be accompanied by proposals to plant at least two new trees elsewhere on church land, in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposal.

Major development projects and reordering

If your church is considering any major development work, this is a great opportunity to include sustainability measures which might otherwise be very costly to undertake on their own, as well as taking the opportunity to ‘future-proof’ your church building as far as possible. Speaking to your advising architect or surveyor early on about improving sustainability through a major scheme would be a good first step, as this can then be incorporated throughout the design phase, rather than bolted on at the end. In addition, if there are specific goals you would like to achieve, such as reaching carbon zero, this can remain central to the design and help to guide the right decisions. Where possible development proposals should be designed to avoid the need for any single-use disposable items (apart from loo roll!), and make provision for re-useable, refillable or recycled items/materials. If it is possible to source materials and skills locally, this is also desirable, and arguably in the same tradition which built the church in the first place.

Where modern technology or appliances are to be brought into the church, try to ensure as far as possible that these are as low energy as possible, and only switched on when the church building in use. Even an ‘A’ rated fridge costs almost £50 per year to run, so if the fridge is left on all week with nothing more than a bottle of milk in it, this is worth off-setting against the value of the milk over the course of a year!

Advice

- Ensure all electrical appliances are switched off when the church is not in use.
- When purchasing any new electrical appliances, try to ensure they are of the highest energy efficiency (A+) wherever possible.

DAC Policy

- When proposals are submitted for comprehensive reordering, statements of need must include details of how the proposed works will make a positive contribution to reducing the church’s wider impact upon the environment, in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposal. Positive contribution to reducing environmental impact might include low energy lighting or more efficient heating, as well as wider proposals for sustainable construction methods, rainwater harvest, renewable energy, etc.
- Any specifications for work must ensure that any timber sourced for use in churches is FSC certified in order for the DAC to be able to recommend the proposals.
Further information
A Rocha UK is a Christian charity working for the protection and restoration of the natural world. Their website includes lots of useful information and advice and this is also the key resource for those wishing to register to use the Ecochurch tool to work towards Bronze, Silver and Gold awards. The Diocese is working towards becoming an Eco-diocese, so every church who register to use the tool and gain awards helps take a step closer to achieving this.  
https://arocha.org.uk/
https://ecochurch.arocha.org.uk

The Church of England – Church Buildings Council
The Church of England’s original ‘Shrinking the Footprint’ campaign has now been combined with a wider environment agenda for which further advice and resources can be found at:  
https://www.churchofengland.org/environment

The Energy Saving Trust is a British organization devoted to promoting energy efficiency, energy conservation, and the sustainable use of energy, thereby reducing carbon dioxide emissions and helping to prevent man-made climate change. This tends to focus on advice relating to domestic properties, but some of the advice they have available may be applicable for churches as well as their wider communities.  
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk

Diocese of Oxford has also done a great deal of work on environmental improvement of churches and they have a number of useful resources available on specific types of renewable energy:  
www.oxford.anglican.org/mission-ministry/environment/resources/

Historic England is the government’s advisory body on the historic environment, overseeing the listing process as well as advice on a wide range of heritage related matters. Their website is home to several sections relating to climate change and sustainability, including:  
This provides links to several guidance sheets specific to solar electric, Building Regulations (Part L), Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs), and insulation as well as general advice about historic building energy efficiency.

Caring for Gods Acre offers great general advice about maintaining churchyards but have particularly useful resources in relation to improving the biodiversity of churchyards and making them havens for wildlife.  
www.caringforgodsacre.org.uk/

If you need any help or support in making your church ‘greener’, please contact the Church Buildings Team or the DAC’s Sustainability and technical advisors at Church House on 01452 410022 or by email on dac@glosdioc.org.uk